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Pros of top-down approach

� It allows for the production of:

� Comparable international grids

� National grids in countries, in which bottom-up 
approaches have not yet been applied
(e.g. Slovakia)
approaches have not yet been applied
(e.g. Slovakia)

� Retrospective grids for years, in which bottom-up 
approaches have not yet been applied

� Grids of alternative temporal population density 
conceptualizations
(e.g. ambient, daytime, nighttime, 24/7)

� No confidentiality issues



Cons of top-down approach

� Values are “only” estimates - it will never be 
possible to fully reconstruct the detail of the 
spatial structure from the aggregate commune 
data

� Appropriate ancillary data for disaggregation are � Appropriate ancillary data for disaggregation are 
not always available for the given moment in time

� Detailed validation data are not always available 
for the given moment in time

� Most disaggregated datasets represent population 
density; other demographic, social and economic 
variables are more challenging to estimate
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� Simple – no ancillary spatial data used

� Dasymetric – ancillary spatial data used

� Mapping agencies data (e.g. buildings, roads, DTM)

� Open source data (e.g. OpenStreetMap - OSM)

Types of disaggregation methods

Open source data (e.g. OpenStreetMap - OSM)

� In situ sampled data (e.g. LUCAS)

� Earth observation imagery (e.g. night time lights)

� Land use/cover maps 

� CORINE Land Cover (CLC)

� Soil Sealing Layer (SSL)

Free of charge

EU+ coverage

Consistent accuracy (?)



� JRC grid 2000 (F. J. Gallego)

� CLC iterative

� CLC-LUCAS simple

� CLC-LUCAS logit regression

Dasymetric disaggregation methods
used in some of the EU grids

� CLC-LUCAS logit regression

� CLC expectation-maximization

� CLC limiting variable

� AIT grid 2006 (K. Steinocher et al.)

� CLC-SSL-OSM linear disaggregation



� CLC-SSL iterative – i.e. modified CLC iterative 
method of Gallego & Peedell (2001) published 
by Rosina, Hurbánek & Atkinson (2012)

� Disaggregation of population data 
of 2920 communes in Slovakia into a 100 m grid

Methodology

� Disaggregation of population data 
of 2920 communes in Slovakia into a 100 m grid

� Work in progress - future plans to further 
develop the iterative method and to employ 
more ancillary datasets with EU+ coverage 
available free of charge allowing for expansion 
of the study area to the whole of the EU+





Study area and validation

� Slovakia 2001 – using CLC2000 & SSL2006

� Primary focus

� No cloud cover in SSL

� Unavailability of proper validation data
� No bottom-up grid available� No bottom-up grid available

� 6864 Basic Settlement Units (BSU) used for validation, but 
1976 (out of 2920) communes consist of just one BSU 

� Parts of Austria 2006 – using CLC2006 & SSL2006

� Additionally included to test the estimates of the 
same disaggregation method with proper validation 
data – 1 km bottom-up data from GEOSTAT grid

� Only communes without cloud cover in SSL validated



Study area



Validation results

� Slovakia

Year

Validation Sum of absolute errors (SAE)

Units
Data
source

The best result of 
CLC-SSL iterative 

method

Comparison dataset
JRC grid (CLC limiting 
variable method)

<

� Austria

Year

Validation Sum of absolute errors (SAE)

Units
Data
source

The best result of 
CLC-SSL iterative 

method

Comparison dataset
AIT grid (CLC-SSL-
OSM linear method)

2006 1 km cells GEOSTAT 2,592,965 2,032,987

2001 BSU STAT-SK 2,488,171 2,598,599<

>



Commune Choropleth Map Bratislava Region



JRC grid (CLC limiting varible) Bratislava Region



CLC-SSL iterative Bratislava Region



Conclusions

� The analysis confirmed that the use of more ancillary 
datasets results in better estimates:

SAE of CLC limiting variable >

> SAE CLC-SSL iterative >

> SAE of CLC-SSL-OSM linear

Therefore, additional ancillary datasets (Urban Atlas, � Therefore, additional ancillary datasets (Urban Atlas, 
OpenStreetMap, etc.) should be employed

� Of course, the type and parameters of disaggregation 
method also influence the accuracy of the estimates –
therefore further development of the iterative method 
should be examined

� The used ancillary datasets allow for expansion of the 
study area to the EU+ (once the cloud issue is resolved)
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